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Name: Date: 

I love to learn about: 

Directions: 
When you are learning about the things you love to learn about, which of the things described 
below are true of you?  Put a check mark (√) beside each one that is true. 
 

I get totally silly.  My sense of humour goes wild.  
I have a wild imagination.  I say things, do things, think things, feel things 

in ways other kids don't. 
 

I need to find answers to my own questions, not the teacher's.  I want 
to explore and apply my ideas to see what might work and why. 

 

I know much more about this than any other kid my age.  
I'm very sensitive.  My feelings about these activities, understandings 

and the people I do them with are very strong. 
 

I can describe my ideas very clearly.  My explanations might be in words 
and numbers, but they might also be demonstrated in actions or 
symbols or music or movement or in some other way. 

 

I love thinking about these topics. I like to come up with lots of ideas and 
then predict the consequences before trying to do them. 

 

I love to solve hard, messy problems by inventing and checking a variety 
of possible solutions.  I live for the challenge! 

 

I see connections between ideas that other kids don't.  I can't explain 
how I know -- I just know! 

 

I love learning the tough stuff.  Its much easier for me to learn it than it 
is for other kids my age. 

 

I absolutely love this stuff even if other kids think its weird.  
I need to believe in an idea before doing anything about it.  If it isn't fair 

to everyone or if it just feels wrong, I won't do it. 
 

I want MORE!  I don't want to quit even when I run out of time in class.  
 

Is there anything else you want to say about your learning?  Please write it here. 


